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Abstract

Trust is very important aspect in our everyday interaction with people, groups and institutions
in our society. We have trust in our environment, people and institutions as well. We are often
rated and judged on the basis of our trustworthiness and this defines a different manner of the
interactions in our social life. We behave more openly towards subjects on account of the strong
confidence and this subjects can access different types of information which can be confidential.
In the case of abuse of the information, the trust of the subject rapidly decrease and it is very hard
to restore it. Some research in this area are aimed to use these trust principles from real-word and
shift it into digital environment nowadays. In autonomous multi-agent systems, where agents
are operated in a networked environment, it is particular possible to use these principles of trust
to establish protocols for agents interaction. If we try to shift this real-word trust principles to
multi-agent systems, we meet with some essential problems. This paper try to show a possible
approaches to the basic problems with multi-agent systems based on trust. It presents the way
to simulate the trust or the reputation from a viewpoint of application and safety in multi-agent
systems.
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1 Introduction
Latest researches shows, that system based on trust
and reputation (for user rating) have great potentiality,
mainly for e-commerce systems. This can be seen for
example on world-famous auction server eBay, where
the selection of seller (from buyer point of view) is
based on his reputation. All users in the system can be
participated on this reputation. Trustworthiness of seller
so as buyer is represented by score value, which is up-
date by system and depends on cumulating positive and
non-positive ratings from other sellers or buyers. The
reputation system in eBay is well studied, economics
analysis shows that reputation has statistically signifi-
cant effect on price and overall income for sellers [6].
This reputation system, from our point of view, can be
accounted relatively simple a closely aimed.

The question is, how can we use trust and reputation
principles – which is much more important in our real-
life environment for behaviour and interaction – for
other branches of information technologies? Towards
this, some theoretical [11, 10, 7, 13, 8] also practical
[1, 14, 3] studies were proposed, which were concent-
rate to different aspects of trust and reputations in dif-
ferent systems. Most of these studies describes only the
practical aspects of using trust and reputation, typically
without respect conceptual approaches.

Our objective is to provide elementary approaches in
modelling multi-agent systems based on trust and repu-
tation, allow to identify and understand some specific
problems which brings these systems. After this, we can
start to formally describe our model, construct elemen-
tary notation which will be used for model development
in implementation and testing phase.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:

Section 2 presents some basic definitions which are ba-
sically adopted form [10, 7] and modified for our model
requirements.

Main part is in section 3, where we describe elementary
aspects of each trust model. At the beginning of this
section, we define requirements to our model, describe
the agent role in this model from different points of
view. Next, we discuss trust representation, production,
distribution and evaluation in the model. At the last part
of this section, we focus on security questions about
model, mainly to agent authentication and secure com-
munication.

Section 4 describes the open issues and future work and
concludes our paper.

2 Trust and Reputation
Before we start describe our model proposal, it is ne-
cessary to define some terms, such as trust and re-
putation and explain the difference between them and
their relation. This definitions are primary adopted from
other authors and at the end of this section, we refined
them for our model purposes also for better understan-
ding their meaning.

Trust is a subjective expectation an agent has about
another’s future behaviour based on history of
their encounters. [10]

Reputation of agent A in our view is the average trust
(whatever average means in that context) of all
other agents towards A. [7]

Experience in this context (trust of agent A in an agent
B) is therefore an observation of A about some be-
haviour of agent B in different aspects. At the base
of this observation, is necessary to be able to judge
whether an experience has been positive or nega-
tive in order to update A’s trust in B.

Recommendation is a subjective information an agent
A regarding some aspects (quality, reliability, ...)
about the target (target of recommendation – ano-
ther agent C) to agent B.

Terms experience and recommendation is partially ado-
pted from [7] and redefined for our model purposes.

Differentiation of trust and reputation is either not made
or the mechanism for inference between them is not ex-
plicit. Trust and reputation are different in way how they
were developed, they are closely related. They are both
used to evaluate a agent’s trustworthiness.

Reputation can be centralised and decentralised. Cen-
tralise reputation is evaluated by a trusted third party.
In the case, the reputation has a global aspect an trust
has viewed as local and subjective value. This solution
does not fit our model very well, because we are trying
to find approaches to fit fully distributed model.

Toward this, for our model, decentralised case is, that
reputation is evaluated independently by each agent af-
ter asking other agent for recommendations. Absolutely
clearly, reputation is a agent’s belief in another agent’s
capabilities based on recommendations received from
other agents.

3 Trust model concept
3.1 Model requirements

In this part of work, we will concentrate on key parts of
model, which are important and must be well studied
for future formal specification. We will discuss availa-
ble approaches for each problem toward to model requi-
rements. This requirements can be summarised to the
following items:

Distributivity – The most information systems of all
kind are developed as centralised, this concept
have some advantages and also disadvantages. The
main disadvantage is, that in this systems exists
only one central point, which ensure some critical
mechanism in the system. If this central point is
fails or is compromised, the whole system is typi-
cally quite functionless and its re-establish is very
difficult, worse, it is often impossible. Also, multi-
agent system are naturally decentralised. Toward
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this, we pose requirement of distributivity at the
top.

Heterogeneity – Agent and multi-agent system can be
characterised by heterogeneous qualities and capa-
bilities of each agent. Therefore our model must
satisfy this requirements too. With this require-
ment, we also allow that each agent in the system
can be implemented on different architecture, mo-
reover we allow to the developers freedom of cho-
ice in using agent platform (on which system was
build on), therefore each agents can connect to the
system from various platforms.

Security – Our proposed model must be secure, it me-
ans that the system, based on our model, need to
ensure basic security principles such as: confiden-
tiality, integrity and availability. System must be
resistant against different forms of attacks. System
must ensure, that agent or group of agents colla-
borating together can not do intent or un-intent
damage in the system or it’s part. The system
must be available for all authorised agents as well.
High security requirements can relatively compli-
cate the implementation phase of the system, but in
the phase of the model proposals and formalisation
do not play such important role. In this phase, we
need to know security requirements but to describe
elementary principles of trust-based models, de-
fine some terms and study specific characteristics
of these models. We do not need to solve them in
detail. Draft of some security approaches, mainly
for authentication and secure communication be-
tween agents, are discussed at the last part of this
section.

Flexibility – System based on our model must dynami-
cally adapt for new states and changes. This adap-
tation must be considering to model functionality
and purpose. First side of view to model flexibi-
lity is mainly from aspect of trust and reputation
evolution algorithm toward to highly various pro-
perties of the system, for example: wide of system
(count of agents), ration between agent capabili-
ties (mainly providers/advisors – will be defined
later), ability of system to react/response to diffe-
rent forms of attacks and similar actions. Second
side of view is the self model proposal flexibi-
lity and implementation flexibility. That means the
ability of model and system to flexible to add new
functionality or change some functionality. This
change can cause directly or indirectly, globally or
partially changes in model/system. From both side
of view, this is very strong requirements and it is
not easy to achieve.

3.2 Agent

The main element of the system is an active autono-
mous entity, we call this entity as agent. Agent in our
meaning is an autonomous active entity, which is able
to decide independently, act and interact in its environ-
ment on its own behalf or on behalf of it’s owner. Agent
behaviour and decision in its environment is

• depending on his knowledge, capabilities and in-
tentions;

• intelligent.

There are many formal representation of intelligent
agents, for example rational agent and his typical re-
presentation in BDI (Beliefs, Desires and Intentions) lo-
gic [2], which can be implemented as architecture PRS
(Procedural Reasoning System) [5]. Currently, its out
of scope of this paper to describe approaches for agent
representation and its will be described in future work.

In real system, agent can be represented as stand-alone
server or simple application running on some networ-
ked computer.

Agent characteristic

The agents can be characterised from two points of
view. First, from the function (or purpose) the agent in
system, second from agent relation to trust value. Agent
functionalist in system means: agent quality to provide
owns capabilities regarding to other agents is the sys-
tem. According to this, we categorise agents by capa-
bility to providing services and reliability in providing
recommendations.

• Service providers - agents, which provides servi-
ces to another agent(s). Service rules are defined
by providing agent.

• Recommenders (Advisors) - agents, which makes
referrals or recommendations.

Each agent can be provider, recommender or both of
them. This capability can be vary in time.

From aspect of agent relation to trust value, we catego-
rise agents to trust producers and consumer.

• Trust producers - agents, which are producing re-
levant trust value regarding to another agents.

• Trust consumers - agents, which are using infor-
mation produced by trust producers for our reaso-
ning.

In most of the models, the agents are both, producers
and consumers.

Agent strategies

Agent strategies in which the decision for an encoun-
ter with an agent is based on a few aspects. First of all
is typically last interaction with that agent. If no inter-
action was made in the last, agent must compute some
initial trust depend on expectations or recommendati-
ons. Based on this, agent must finally decide to coope-
rate, defect or ask other agent for recommendations.

Agents maintain interaction histories of other indivi-
dual agents, and use these histories to ascribe reputati-
ons to individual agents. Agents use strategies in com-
bination with observations and interaction histories for
decision making.
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3.3 Trust representation, producing and evalua-
ting

Therefore the agent capability to decide to cooperate
or defect base on trust value, to produce or consume
trust value, we need to provide some metrics to repre-
sent trust value.

Representation

In some models [10, 15] is the trust value represented
such as binary value, typically t ∈ {0,1}, it can means
t ∈ {untrustworthy, trustworthy} (also cooperate/defect,
good/bad, high/low, etc). This representation is suitable
for some case studies and simulations. However, this
representation do not fit for our model purposes from
some reason. Firstly, its not reflects real-word trust re-
presentation. Secondly, we need to express such kind of
partial trustworthy or partial untrustworthy for model-
ling recommendations effects closely.

Toward this, we define trust value as real number on
interval t =< x,y >, where x represent worst possible
rating and y represent the best possible rating of agent
trustworthy. It is not important if the x = 0 and y = 1
– so interval t =< 0,1 > or x = −1, y = 1 – so interval
t =< −1,1 >. Decision about this interval will keep on
specific implementation. However, is important to en-
sure that trust value must change from x to y with dif-
ference ∆t, which respect model requirements and trust
evaluating manners of each agent.

Characteristics

Context specific – Trust and reputation both depend
on some context [18]. For example, Alice trusts
Bob as her doctor, because Bob is her doctor, but
she does not trust Bob as a chief who can cook ap-
ple pie. So in the context of seeing a doctor, Bob
is trustworthy, but in the context as chief, is un-
trustworthy. For our model, if agent provide more
services, he can be different trustworthy in each of
them.

Multi-faceted – Each agent evaluate trust from diffe-
rent aspects of capability of another agent (service)
and each aspect has different value to overall trust.
So overall trust is the combination of all these
aspects by agent preference. For example, Alice
evaluate restaurant from environment and kindly
staff, while Bob from prices and speed with which
is food served.

It is possible to say, that different agents evaluate and
distribute different kind of trust and reputation de-
pending on his particularity. These agents capability,
evaluate and distribute recommendation for different
aspects of one service, in case of large scale multi-
agent system, implies big requirements for agent capa-
bilities and therefore it will be the object of study in
future work. Currently we define overall trust and re-
putation, which is some average value, evaluated from
each aspect of service, by agent preference.

Direct and indirect trust and reputation

Trust and reputation can be derived directly and in-
directly. Direct trust refers to trust, which is evalua-
ted from direct agent interaction. Indirect trust refers
to trust, which is observed in agent environment from
other agent behaviour; or from beliefs about another
agents capabilities.

Then again this, direct reputation is obtain from re-
commendation another agent in question. Indirect re-
putation is reputation, which is obtained from recom-
mendation received indirectly – recommendation obta-
ined from communication with another agent, which is
not based on direct interaction between recommender
and target of recommendation. For example: Alice asks
Bob for recommendation about Catie, Bob have no di-
rect experience which Catie, but he heard that Catie is
lovely. He response to Alice: “I was heard that Catie
is lovely”. This type reputation call Mui, et al. [11] as
“word-of-mouth”.

Individual vs Group reputation

Reputation can be used to describe an individual (agent
to agent) or a group (agent to group of agents, where
group are at least two agents) of individuals. Existing
reputation systems such as those in eBay, Amazon or
Slashdot concentrate on reputation of the individuals.
Economists have studied group reputation from the per-
spective of the firm. A firm’s (group) reputation can be
modelled as the average of all its members individual
reputation [11].

Halberstadt and Mui [9] have proposed a hierarchical
group model and have studied group reputation based
on simulations using the hierarchical model. Their
group model allows agents to belong to multiple over-
lapping groups and permits reputation inferences across
group memberships.

In this model, agents use interaction histories to ascribe
reputations to individual agents and also to groups of
agents for varying contexts. It is still very difficult pro-
blem to evaluate group reputation, because we need to
take into account context specific and multi-faceted cha-
racteristics of reputation. For our model purposes and in
next text we will study only individual reputation.

Evaluating

After each interaction, agents make an evaluation, on
its base the trust value of their counterparts is upda-
ted. Agents for these evaluating have different criteria.
For the same interaction may follow different kind of
evaluation, therefore the overall trust value may be di-
fferent for each interacting agent. So, the overall eva-
luation of an interaction is combination of evaluations
of each aspect related to the interaction, such as qua-
lity of service, speeds, etc. How the agent combine each
aspect of interaction to the overall trust value depends
primary on agent preferences, capabilities and plans.
The evaluating is also depend on the history of inter-
action and last experiences. The result of the overall
evaluating, is used to update the agent trust value of his
counterpart. Agent increase trust, if he evaluate inter-
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action as “satisfying” or in “not satisfying” case, agent
decrease the trust value.

In the reputation case, agent get directly trust value
from another agent. This value can accept and appro-
priate as own trust value into recommendation target or
just update own trust value recounted from recommen-
ded value. This recounting recommended value also de-
pends on a few aspects, include aspect, how trustworthy
is an recommender agent. In the reputation value based
on recommendation, is necessary take into account that
agent recommender purposely, toward to his strategy
and purpose, provide incorrect recommendation value,
which is not corresponding to his real trust value into
target of recommendation. How the agent uses the re-
putation and its own trust to make decision with which
agent to interact is an open question.

If the decision of interaction (cooperate/defect) is based
on other agent recommendation, the agent will also up-
date its trust in each agent that give recommendations.

3.4 Agent authentication

The agent authentication (unique identification) into
system is very important for storing related trust va-
lue toward agent identity. Model have to allow agents
to leave the system a join back with the same identity
(same as when he leave the system). This requirement
also allow to agents leave the system a join back with
changed identity. This problem was discusses Zacharia
a Maes [20] in our work. The result from this work is,
we need to ensure, that agent joining into system with
changed identity can not cause some damage, which
can he use on his real identity.

Authentication can be centralised or decentralised.
Advantage in centralised authentication is easy to im-
plement and simple to manage, but from security point
of view, is centralised authentication in our system
unaccepted. If the central authentication point failure,
whole system will be functionless.

Possibility approach for our model can be in using
asymmetric cryptography, namely public key encryp-
tion and the certificate infrastructure – all together
its typically called as PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
[19] standard. Principles to using public key for dis-
tributed authentication is described in a few studies
[17, 16, 4, 12]. With using PKI standard, it will be
possible to achieve not only authorisation mechanism
but also mechanism to ensure secure communication
between agents – confidentiality.

Disadvantage of this approach is relatively computatio-
nally costly and all agents have to need computational
resources. Optionals this, advantages and disadvantages
of using PKI standard for our model will be discussed
in our future work.

4 Conclusion and future work
In this paper we present basic approaches to solve
multi-agent distributed model based on trust and repu-
tation principles. All interaction of agents is based on

trust and reputation. While studying this problem, we
found some open questions. How to effectively trans-
form the reputation value to trust value?, How to eva-
luate all aspects of one service into one overall value
of trust? Is possible to effectively evaluate group repu-
tation with context and multi-faceted specifics? etc.

At this time, our model makes explicit the difference
between trust and reputation. We defines reputation as
a quantity inferred from recommendation, which can
bee highly relatively toward to evaluating agent (recom-
mender) mental state and interaction history. Trust we
define as a quantity between two agents – the trustor
and the trustee – which can be inferred from trustor in-
teraction with trustee or inferred from reputation data
about the trustee.

In our future work, we will concentrate on decision dis-
cussed problems and fully formally describe our model.
Next phase will be implementing some of our propo-
sals and simulate it, to achieve some practical results.
Simulations will also show, if proposal is realisable and
applicable in real information system. At the last, we
need to bring some new approaches to solve complex
security mechanism for this model.

The formalisation of our model can be used as base no-
tation for describing new system constructed on trust
and reputation principles in future. On grounds of our
studies, some implemented systems such as access con-
trol mechanism or protocols can be updated toward our
results.
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